Establishment of pathological quantitative method for determining undifferentiated component ratio in patients with differentiated/undifferentiated mixed-type early gastric cancer and clinical significance of this ratio.
The purpose of this study was to establish a pathological quantitative method for determining the undifferentiated components ratio (UCR) in patients with differentiated/undifferentiated mixed-type (Mixed-type) early gastric cancer (EGC) and to examine the clinical significance. The subjects were 410 patients who underwent surgical resection for EGC with the invasion limited to m or sm1. Analysis 1: In 12 randomly selected patients with Mixed-type cancer, we calculated the area ratio and the ratio of the length ratio using ImageJ and analyzed the correlation between them. Analysis 2: We generated ROC curves, and determined the cutoff UCR on the basis of the predictive risk factors for lymph node metastasis (LNM). Analysis 3: We analyzed the relationship between clinicopathological factors including UCR/length of undifferentiated component (LUC = maximum dimensions of tumor × UCR) and LNM. Analysis 1: The length ratio can be used as a substitute parameter for the UCR (r = 0.996). Analysis 2: The cutoff UCR as a risk factor for LNM was 58% (sensitivity = 1, 1 - specificity = 0.404). Analysis 3: Lymphovascular invasion (p < 0.0001), UCR ≥58% (p = 0.023), and LUC ≥25 mm (p = 0.005) were identified as significant risk factors for LNM. No LNM was observed in patients with invasion limited to m or sm1 and negativity for lymphovascular invasion and UCR <58% (0/215). In the patients with Mixed-type EGC, the length ratio of undifferentiated components can be a substitute parameter for the UCR. LNM rarely occurs in patients without lymphovascular invasion and with an UCR <58%. The analysis of the UCR has great significance in determining whether additional surgical resection is required after endoscopic resection.